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FREE FIELD REALIZATION OF THE TWISTED
HEISENBERG-VIRASORO ALGEBRA AT LEVEL ZERO
AND ITS APPLICATIONS
DRAZˇEN ADAMOVIC´ AND GORDAN RADOBOLJA
Abstract. We investigate the free field realization of the twisted Hei-
senberg-Virasoro algebra H at level zero. We completely describe the
structure of the associated Fock representations. Using vertex-algebraic
methods and screening operators we construct singular vectors in cer-
tain Verma modules as Schur polynomials. We completely solve the irre-
ducibility problem for the tensor products of irreducible highest weight
modules with intermediate series. We also determine the fusion rules for
an interesting subcategory of H–modules. Finally, as an application we
present a free-field realization of the W (2, 2)-algebra and interpret the
W (2, 2)–singular vectors as H–singular vectors in Verma modules.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the representation theory of the twisted Heisenberg-
Virasoro algebra at level zero by using methods from the theory of vertex
algebras. An emphasis will be put on the construction and explicit real-
ization of modules, intertwining operators and the determination of fusion
rules. The highest weight representation theory of the twisted Heisenberg-
Virasoro algebra at level zero was developed by Y. Billig (cf. [B1], [B2]).
This Lie algebra is important because it appears in the representation the-
ory of toroidal Lie algebras. We shall show in this paper that it is also
interesting from the vertex-algebraic point of view. In the present paper,
instead of applying the highest weight representation theory developed by
Y. Billig, we shall apply the concept of a free field realization of modules.
Recall that the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra is the infinite-dimen-
sional complex Lie algebra H with basis
{L(n), I(n) : n ∈ Z} ∪ {CL, CLI , CI}
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and commutation relations:
[L(n), L(m)] = (n −m)L(n +m) + δn,−m
n3 − n
12
CL,(1.1)
[L(n), I(m)] = −mI(n+m)− δn,−m(n
2 + n)CLI ,(1.2)
[I(n), I(m)] = nδn,−mCI ,(1.3)
[H, CL] = [H, CLI ] = [H, CI ] = 0.(1.4)
Using the results and concepts of [ACKP] we see that when the central
element CI of the Heisenberg subalgebra of H acts non-trivially, then every
highest weight H–module is a tensor product of a highest weight module for
the Virasoro algebra and an irreducible module for the Heisenberg algebra.
So in this case, a free-field realization of H–modules can be obtained by
using the free-field realization of the Virasoro algebra, which is well-known
(cf. [FF]). Therefore in this paper we shall be focused only on the case of
level zero, i.e., when CI acts trivially.
We should mention that a free field realization of certain indecomposable
modules at level zero was constructed and analyzed in [JJ].
Let V H(cL, cI , cL,I , h, hI) denote the Verma module with highest weight
(cL, cI , cL,I , h, hI ) (cf. [B1]).
When cI = 0, we will write V
H for V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ).
Theorem 1.1. [B1] Assume that cI = 0 and cL,I 6= 0.
(i): If hI
cLI
/∈ Z or hI
cL,I
= 1, then the Verma module V H is irreducible.
(ii): If hI
cLI
∈ Z \ {1}, then V H has a singular vector v ∈ Vp, where p =
| hI
cLI
− 1|. The quotient module LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) = V
H/U(H)v is
irreducible and its character is
charLH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) = q
h(1− qp)
∏
j≥1
(1− qj)−2.
In this paper we shall first present an explicit formula for singular vectors
in the case hI/cL,I − 1 = p ≥ 1, and then a partial formula in the case
1− hI/cL,I = p ≥ 1.
Recall that the Schur polynomials Sr(x1, x2, · · · ) in variables x1, x2, · · ·
are defined by the following equation:
exp
(
∞∑
n=1
xn
n
yn
)
=
∞∑
r=0
Sr(x1, x2, · · · )y
r.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that cL,I 6= 0 and p =
hI
cL,I
− 1 ∈ Z>0. Then
(1.5) Sp(−
I(−1)
cL,I
,−
I(−2)
cL,I
, · · · )vh,hI
is a singular vector of conformal weight p in the Verma module V H.
3The proof of this theorem will use a free field realization of the Heisenberg-
Virasoro vertex algebra, the screening operator
Q = ReszY (e
α+β
−cL,I , z)
and the vertex-operator formulas in lattice vertex algebras (cf. Section 2).
Unfortunately this approach does not provide an explicit realization of the
singular vector in the case hI/cL,I ∈ −Z≥0. But in this case we will use the
free-field realization to present a cohomological realization of the irreducible
highest weight modules. We will show that the irreducible highest weight
module LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) can be realized as a submodule of a suitably
chosen Fock space Fr,s such that
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) = KerFr,sQ.
We apply our construction to the following two (closely related) problems
in the representation theory of the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra H:
(A) The irreducibility of tensor products: V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ),
where V ′α,β,F is an irreducible H–module from the intermediate se-
ries.
(B) The determination of fusion rules for irreducible H–modules from
the vertex-algebraic point of view.
Problem (A) was posed in [R2] (see also [LZ]) but for the complete solution
one needs explicit formulas for singular vectors. These formulas are obtained
in the present paper, so in Theorems 5.2 and 5.5 we present the complete
solution to problem (A).
For problem (B), in Theorem 6.6 we determine the fusion rules for simple
highest weight modules
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI , ) such that hI/cL,I − 1 ∈ Z \ {0}.
It is important to notice that all non-trivial intertwining operators from the
fusion rules formula are explicitly constructed using our free field realization.
Our approach can be also used for the determination of singular vectors
in the Lie algebra W (2, 2) (cf. Theorem 7.5). We present a free-field real-
ization of W (2, 2) which enables us to show that the Verma module V H has
the structure of a Verma module over the W (2, 2)–algebra. Therefore, the
singular vector (1.5) becomes a singular vector over the W (2, 2)–algebra.
2. Free-field realization of the Heisenberg-Virasoro vertex
algebra and screening operators
In this section we shall present a free field realization of the Heisenberg-
Virasoro vertex algebra LH(cL, cL,I) at level zero. We shall realize L
H(cL, cL,I)
as a subalgebra of the Heisenberg vertex algebra M(1) generated by two
Heisenberg fields. This will imply that every M(1)–module M(1, γ) is a
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module for the vertex algebra LH(cL, cL,I) and therefore for the twisted
Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra H. We completely describe the structure of
M(1, γ) as a H–module. We will also construct screening operators which
will be very useful for the determination of singular vectors.
A free–field realization of certain H–modules also appeared in [JJ]. The
main difference with our approach is in the fact that we use screening oper-
ators to construct singular and cosingular vectors.
Define the following hyperbolic lattice L = Zα+ Zβ such that
〈α,α〉 = −〈β, β〉 = 1, 〈α, β〉 = 0.
Let h = C ⊗Z L and extend the form 〈·, ·〉 on h. We can consider h as an
abelian Lie algebra. Let ĥ = C[t, t−1]⊗ h⊕ Cc be the affinization of h. Let
γ ∈ h and consider ĥ–module
M(1, γ) := U(ĥ)⊗U(C[t]⊗h⊕Cc) C
where tC[t]⊗ h acts trivially on C, h acts as 〈δ, γ〉 for δ ∈ h and c acts as 1.
We shall denote the highest weight vector in M(1, γ) by eγ .
We shall write M(1) for M(1, 0). For h ∈ h and n ∈ Z we write h(n)
for tn ⊗ h. Set h(z) =
∑
n∈Z h(n)z
−n−1. Then M(1) is a vertex algebra
generated by the fields h(z), h ∈ h. Moreover, M(1, γ) for γ ∈ h, are
irreducible M(1)–modules.
Let VL = M(1) ⊗ C[L] be the vertex algebra associated to the lattice L,
where C[L] is the group algebra of L. Details about lattice vertex algebras
can be found in [K], [LL]. The lattice vertex algebra VL appeared in [B2] in
the study of toroidal vertex algebras.
Define the Heisenberg and Virasoro vectors
I = α(−1) + β(−1)(2.6)
ω =
1
2
α(−1)2 −
1
2
β(−1)2 + λα(−2) + µβ(−2).(2.7)
Then the components of the fields
I(z) = Y (I, z) =
∑
n∈Z
I(n)z−n−1, L(z) = Y (ω, z) =
∑
n∈Z
L(n)z−n−2
satisfy the commutation relations for the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro Lie
algebra H such that
(2.8) cL = 2− 12(λ
2 − µ2), cL,I = λ− µ.
From (2.8) it follows that
λ =
2− cL
24cL,I
+
1
2
cL,I , µ =
2− cL
24cL,I
−
1
2
cL,I .
5In particular, I and ω generate the simple Heisenberg-Virasoro vertex alge-
bra LH(cL, 0, cL,I , 0, 0) which we shall denote by L
H(cL, cL,I).
Note that for every r, s ∈ C erα+sβ is a singular vector for the twisted
Heisenberg-Virasoro Lie algebra H in M(1, rα + sβ) and U(H).erα+sβ is a
highest weight module with the highest weight (h, hI) where
(2.9) h = ∆r,s =
1
2
r2 −
1
2
s2 − λr + µs, hI = r − s.
One can easily see that for every (h, hI ) ∈ C
2, hI 6= cL,I there exists a
unique (r, s) ∈ C2 such that (2.9) holds. More precisely, we have:
Proposition 2.1.
(1) Let (h, hI) ∈ C
2, hI 6= cL,I . Then there exist unique r, s ∈ C such that
erα+sβ is a highest weight vector of the highest weight (h, hI).
(2) For every r, s ∈ C such that r − s = λ − µ = cL,I e
rα+sβ is a highest
weight vector of weight
(h, hI) = (
cL − 2
24
, cL,I).
Remark 2.2. It is very interesting that our free-field realization in the case
hI = cL,I gives only a realization of highest weight module with h = (cL −
2)/24.
In particular, if we take r = s = − 1
cL,I
we get that u = e
−
α+β
cL,I is a highest
weight vector of highest weight (1, 0).
Let
Q = ReszY (u, z) = u0.
The vertex operator Y (u, z) acts in the following sense.
Let φ = −α+β
cL,I
and D be the lattice D = Zφ. Then one can show that
V D =M(1)⊗ C[D]
is a vertex algebra (cf. [BDT]). The vertex operator Y (u, z) and its com-
ponent Q are well-defined on every V D–module. Let D
0 denote the dual
lattice of D. In our case
λ ∈ D0 ⇐⇒ 〈λ, α+ β〉 ∈ cL,IZ.
Then for every λ ∈ D0
V λ+D =M(1)⊗ C[λ+D]
is a V D–module (cf. [BDT], [LL], [K] ).
Remark 2.3. The representation theory of the vertex algebra V D was de-
veloped in [BDT] and [LW]. This vertex algebra also appeared in [B2], [BF]
where it was denoted by V +Hyp.
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Lemma 2.4.
[Q,L(n)] = [Q, I(n)] = 0 ∀n ∈ Z.
Therefore, Q is a screening operator which commutes with the action of H.
Proof. Since
L(0)u = u, L(n)u = 0 for n ≥ 1
using commutator formulas for vertex operators we get
[L(n), um] = −mun+m
which implies that Q commutes with the action of the Virasoro algebra.
Since
I(n)u = 0 ∀n ≥ 0,
the commutator formula implies that the components of the fields I(z) and
Y (u, z) commute. The proof follows. 
Since Q commutes with the action of the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro
Lie algebra, then for every j ∈ Z>0, Q
jerα+sβ is either zero or a singu-
lar vector. Moreover, Q is preserving the gradation, so if Qjerα+sβ 6= 0,
then U(H).erα+sβ and U(H).Qjerα+sβ are highest weight H–modules hav-
ing same highest weight.
Denote by Fr,s theM(1)–module generated by e
rα+sβ. Define cL, cL,I , hI , h
as above. We can consider Fr,s as a module for the Heisenberg-Virasoro ver-
tex algebra LH(cL, cL,I) (and therefore for the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro
Lie algebra H). Clearly, U(H).erα+sβ is a highest weight H–module. Let
vh,hI be the highest-weight vector in the Verma module V
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ).
There is a surjective H–homomorphism
Φ : V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI )→ U(H).e
rα+sβ, Φ(vh,hI ) = e
rα+sβ.
Let
I = C[I(−1), I(−2), · · · ]vh,hI .
By construction we know that Φ|I is injective. We have:
Proposition 2.5. Assume that
hI
cL,I
− 1 /∈ −Z>0.
Then Fr,s ∼= V
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) as L
H(cL, cL,I)–modules.
Proof. First we assume that hI
cL,I
−1 /∈ Z. Then V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) is an ir-
reducibleH–module, and since its q–character coincides with the q–character
of Fr,s, we get Fr,s ∼= V
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI).
Assume that hI
cL,I
− 1 = p ∈ Z>0. Then the results of [B1] easily imply
that every singular vector in the Verma V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) must belong
7to I. Assume that Ker(Φ) 6= 0. Then the fact that Φ|I is injective im-
plies that V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) contains a singular vector which does not
belong to I. This is in contradiction with [B1]. So Ker(Φ) = 0 and there-
fore V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) ∼= U(H).e
rα+sβ ⊆ Fr,s. Now the equality of q–
characters implies the statement. 
Recall the definition of a contragradient module from [FHL]. Assume that
V is a vertex operator algebra, (M,YM ) is a graded V –module such that
M = ⊕∞n=0M(n) and that there is γ ∈ C such that L(0)|M(n) ≡ (γ + n)Id,
dimM(n) < ∞. The contragradient module M∗ is defined as follows. For
every n ∈ Z>0 let M(n)
∗ be the dual vector space and M∗ = ⊕∞n=0M(n)
∗.
Consider the natural pairing 〈·, ·〉 : M∗ ⊗M → C. Define the linear map
YM∗ : V → EndM
∗[[z, z−1] such that
〈YM∗(v, z)w
′, w〉 = 〈w′, YM (e
zL(1)(−z−2)L(0)v, z−1)w〉
for each v ∈ V , w ∈ M , w′∗. Then (M∗, YM∗) carries the structure of a
V –module.
Let us now consider the case M = Fr,s. We get
〈L(n)w′, w〉 = 〈w′, L(−n)w〉
〈Qw′, w〉 = −〈w′, Qw〉
〈α(n)w′, w〉 = 〈w′, (−α(−n) + 2λδn,0)w〉
〈β(n)w′, w〉 = 〈w′, (−β(−n)− 2µδn,0)w〉
〈I(n)w′, w〉 = 〈w′, (−I(−n) + 2cL,Iδn,0)w〉.
We get the following result:
Lemma 2.6. We have:
(1)
F∗r,s
∼= F2λ−r,2µ−s.
(2)
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI)
∗ ∼= LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h,−hI + 2cL,I)
Recall that a vector v in a H–module M is called cosingular (or subsin-
gular) if there is a submodule N ⊂ M such that v +N is a singular vector
in the quotient module M/N .
Proposition 2.7. Assume that
hI
cL,I
− 1 = −p, p ∈ Z>0.
As a LH(cL, cL,I)–module Fr,s is generated by e
rα+sβ and a family of cosin-
gular vectors {vn,p : n ≥ 1}, such that
Qnvn,p = e
rα+sβ−nα+β
cL,I .
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In particular,
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) = KerFr,sQ.
Proof. First recall the following formula for characters of irreducible modules
(cf. [B1]):
chqL
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h+ np, hI) = q
h+np(1− qp)
∏
j≥1
(1− qj)−2.
This implies
(2.10) chqFr,s = q
h
∏
j≥1
(1− qj)−2 =
∑
n≥0
chqL
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h+ np, hI).
Let φ = −α+β
cL,I
. Consider now the contragradient module (Fr,s)
∗ ∼= F2λ−r,2µ−s.
Then
Qn(erα+sβ+nφ)∗
is a nontrivial singular vector in the contragradient module (Fr,s)
∗ which
implies that there is a vector vn,p of weight h+ np such that
〈Qn(erα+sβ+nφ)∗, vn,p〉 6= 0.
Since
〈Qn(erα+sβ+nφ)∗, vn,p〉 = (−1)
n〈(erα+sβ+nφ)∗, Qnvn,p〉
we have that Qnvn,p is proportional to e
rα+sβ+nφ. Let Zn = KerFr,sQ
n.
Then Zn is a non-trival submodule of Fr,s (in particular, vn−1,p ∈ Zn). We
have that
vn,p + Zn is a singular vector in
Fr,s
Zn
.
Using character identity (2.10) we get the following filtration:
Fr,s = ∪n≥0Zn, Zn/Zn−1 ∼= L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h+ np, hI).(2.11)
The proof follows. 
Remark 2.8. A version of Proposition 2.7 appeared in Theorem 2.4 of [JJ].
In some special cases, the authors obtained the filtration (2.11) by a different
method which was not based on screening operators.
Finally, we shall now describe the structure of M(1) as a LH(cL, cL,I)–
module.
Corollary 2.9. As a LH(cL, cL,I)–module M(1) is generated by 1 and a
family of cosingular vectors {vn : n ≥ 1}, such that
Qnvn = e
−nα+β
cL,I .
In particular,
LH(cL, cL,I) = KerM(1)Q.
9Remark 2.10. It is a standard technique in the theory of W–algebras and
vertex algebras to realize vertex algebras as kernels of screening operators
inside of the free boson vertex algebras. In particular, in the case of the
single boson, the W–algebra W(2, 2p − 1) and the Virasoro vertex algebra
of central charge of (1, p)–models are realized as kernels of certain screening
operators (cf. [A1]).
3. Intertwining operators from the free-field realization
For a vertex operator algebra V and their modules M1,M2,M3, let
Y
(
M3
M1 M2
)
denotes the vector space of all intertwining operators of type
(
M3
M1 M2
)
(cf.
[FHL]). In the vertex algebra theory, it is important to construct inter-
twining operators. In this section we shall apply the free-field realization
from the previous section to construct intertwining operators for the twisted
Heisenberg-Virasoro Lie algebra H.
Next we shall use this result to prove reducibility of tensor product of
H–modules V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI).
Let V ′α,β,F denotes an irreducible H-module from the intermediate series,
i.e., V ′α,β,F =
⊕
n∈Z
Cvn with the action
L(k)vn = − (n+ α+ β + kβ) vn+k,
I(k)vn = Fvn+k, {CL, CLI , CI} vn = 0.
Then V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) is a H-module with infinite-dimensional
weight spaces (see [R2]). The tensor product V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI)
is closely related with intertwining operators for vertex algebras. Let us
explain this relation in more details.
Suppose that there exists a non-trivial intertwining operator Y of the type(
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I )
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h
′
I)
)
.
Let v be the highest weight vector in LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI), and let Y(v, z) =
z−α
∑
n∈Z vnz
−n−1, where
α = h+ h′ − h′′.
Using commutator formulas for vertex operators, one can show that the
components vn of intertwining operator Y(v, z) span aH–module isomorphic
to V ′α,1−h,hI . In this way we get a non-trivial H-homomorphism
ϕ : V ′α,1−h,hI ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′I)→ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I )
ϕ
(
vn ⊗w
′
)
= vnw
′
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where w′ ∈ LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′I). Comparing the dimensions of weight
spaces, we conclude that kerϕ is nontrivial and, in particular, that V ′α,1−h,hI⊗
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′I) is reducible.
The proof of the following proposition is standard.
Proposition 3.1. Let
d = dimY
(
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I )
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h′I)
)
.
Then d = 0 or 1. If d = 1, then h′′I = hI + h
′
I .
Proof. Let v, v′ and v′′ be highest weight vectors in LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ),
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′I) and L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I ) respectively. Let Y(·, z) be
the intertwining operator of the above type. Let
Y(v, z) =
∑
n∈α+Z
vnz
−n−1 (α = h+ h′ − h′′).
Then there is n0 ∈ α+ Z such that
vn0v
′ = νv′′ (ν 6= 0)(3.12)
where n0 = h+ h
′ − h′′. We have
I(0)(vn0v
′) = ν(hI + h
′
I)v
′′ = νh′′Iv
′′.
Is it easy to see (for instance see [L], Proposition 7.3.5 ) that Y is uniquely
determined (up to a scalar factor) by (3.12). The proof follows. 
Now we shall apply this concept on the intertwining operators constructed
using the free-field realization. First we shall use the standard fusion rules
result for the Heisenberg vertex algebra M(1).
Proposition 3.2. Assume that (r1, s1), (r2, s2), (r3, s3) ∈ C
2. Then in the
category of M(1)–modules:
dimY
(
Fr3,s3
Fr1,s1 Fr2,s2
)
= δr1+r2,r3δs1+s2,s3 .
In particular, there exists a unique non-trivial intertwining operator Y(·, z)
of the type
(
Fr1+r2,s1+s2
Fr1,s1 Fr2,s2
)
such that Y(v, z) =
∑
n∈n0+Z
vnz
−n−1, v ∈ Fr1,s1
and that
(er1α+s1β)n0−1e
r2α+s2β = e(r1+r2)α+(s1+s2)β
where n0 = ∆r1,s1 +∆r2,s2 −∆r1+r2,s1+s2 .
By restricting the above intertwining operators we get the following in-
tertwining operator in the category of H–modules.
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Proposition 3.3. Assume that
(h, hI ) = (∆r1,s1 , r1 − s1), (h
′, h′I) = (∆r2,s2 , r2 − s2) ∈ C
2
such that
hI
cL,I
− 1,
h′I
cL,I
− 1,
hI + h
′
I
cL,I
− 1 /∈ Z>0.
Then there is a non-trivial intertwining operator of the type(
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, hI + h
′
I)
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h′I)
)
where
h′′ = ∆r1+r2,s1+s2 =
(
h′I + hI − cL,I
)( h′
h′I − cL,I
+
h
hI − cL,I
)
− hIh
′
I
(
1
h′I − cL,I
+
1
hI − cL,I
)
cL − 2
24cL,I
In particular, the H–module V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′I) is reducible
where
α = h+ h′ − h′′, β = 1− h, F = hI .
Corollary 3.4. Assume that
(h, hI ) = (∆r1,s1 , r1 − s1), (h
′, h′I) = (∆r2,s2 , r2 − s2) ∈ C
2
and that there are p, q ∈ Z>0, q ≤ p such that
hI
cL,I
− 1 = −q,
h′I
cL,I
− 1 = p.
Then there is a non-trivial intertwining operator of the type(
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, hI + h
′
I)
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h′I)
)
where
h′′ = ∆r2−r1,s2−s1 =
(
h′I − hI − cL,I
)( h′
h′I − cL,I
−
h
hI − cL,I
)
+ hI
(
h′I
h′I − cL,I
−
2hI − h
′
I
hI − cL,I
)
cL − 2
24cL,I
=
= (p+ q − 1)
(
h′
p
+
h
q
)
+ (1− p) (1− q)
(
1
p
+
1
q
)
cL − 2
24
In particular, the H–module V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′′I ) is reducible
where
α = h+ h′ − h′′, β = 1− h, F = hI .
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Proof. By using Proposition 3.2 we get the non-trivial intertwining operator
Y(·, z) of the type(
LH(cL, 0, cL,I ,∆r2,s2 ,−h
′
I + 2cL,I)
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) LH(cL, 0, cL,I ,∆r2−r1,s2−s1 ,−hI − h
′
I + 2cL,I)
)
.
Then the adjoint intertwining operator Y∗(·, z) is a non-trivial intertwining
operator of type(
LH(cL, 0, cL,I ,∆r2−r1,s2−s1 , hI + h
′
I)
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) LH(cL, 0, cL,I ,∆r2,s2 , h
′
I)
)
.
The proof follows. 
4. Schur polynomials and singular vectors
In the theory of Fock spaces for the Virasoro algebra, the singular vectors
can be expressed using Schur polynomials or Jack polynomials (see [S] for
relation between Virasoro singular vectors and Jack polynomials). But these
expressions don’t give a formula for the Virasoro singular vectors in the
Verma modules in the usual PBW basis. In this section we will see that in
the case of the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra, this approach can give
explicit formulas for singular vectors in the PBW basis. Our construction
shall use the free-field realization of highest weight modules from Section 2.
Define the Schur polynomials Sr(x1, x2, · · · ) in variables x1, x2, · · · by the
following equation:
(4.13) exp
(
∞∑
n=1
xn
n
yn
)
=
∞∑
r=0
Sr(x1, x2, · · · )y
r.
We shall also use the following formula for Schur polynomials:
(4.14) Sr(x1, x2, · · · ) =
1
r!
det

x1 x2 · · · xr
−r + 1 x1 x2 · · · xr−1
0 −r + 2 x1 · · · xr−2
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 −1 x1

Schur polynomials naturally appear in the formulas for vertex operators
for lattice vertex algebras (cf. [K], [LL] ) and they are useful in the repre-
sentation theory ofW–algebras (for one application see [A1]). We shall here
only recall that for γ ∈ D, δ ∈ D0, 〈γ, δ〉 = −n, n ∈ Z>0 we have
eγi−1e
δ = νSn−i(γ(−1), γ(−2), · · · )e
γ+δ (ν ∈ {±1}).
Let V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) denote the Verma module for the twisted Hei-
senberg-Virasoro Lie algebra. Let vh,hI be its highest-weight vector.
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Lemma 4.1. Assume that v ∈ I ⊂ V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) is such that Φ(v) ∈
Fr,s is a non-trivial singular vector. Then v is a singular vector in V
H(cL, 0,
cL,I , h, hI ).
Proof. Assume that v is not a singular vector. Then there is n0 > 0 such that
L(n0)v 6= 0. But L(n0)v ∈ I and therefore L(n0)Φ(v) = Φ(L(n0)v) 6= 0.
This is a contradiction. Proof follows. 
Our main result is:
Theorem 4.2. Assume that cL,I 6= 0 and p =
hI
cL,I
− 1 ∈ Z>0. Then
Sp
(
−
I(−1)
cL,I
,−
I(−2)
cL,I
, . . . ,−
I(−p)
cL,I
)
vh,hI
is a singular vector in the Verma module V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) of conformal
weight p.
Proof. Take now (unique) λ, µ, r, s ∈ C such that relations (2.8) and (2.9)
hold. Then M := U(H).erα+sβ is a highest weight module with the highest
weight (h, hI ).
Then
(−
α+ β
cL,I
, rα+ sβ +
α+ β
cL,I
) = −p− 1.
Therefore,
Qe
rα+sβ+α+β
cL,I = Sp
(
−
I(−1)
cL,I
, . . . ,−
I(−p)
cL,I
)
erα+sβ
is a singular vector inM . Lemma 4.1 gives that Sp(−
I(−1)
cL,I
, . . . ,− I(−p)
cL,I
)vh,hI
is a singular vector in V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ). Proof follows. 
Now we shall present a formula for singular vectors in the case hI
cL,I
− 1 ∈
−Z>0.
Theorem 4.3. Let hI
cL,I
− 1 = −p ∈ Z>0 and let Λ ∈ V
H(cL, cL,I , h, hI )p be
a singular vector. Then
Λ =
p−1∑
i=0
Si
(
I(−1)
cL,I
, . . . ,
I(−i)
cL,I
)
L(i− p)v + xpv,
for some xpv ∈ Ip.
Proof. It was proven in ([R2]) that Λ is linear in L’s, i.e.
Λ = L(−p) +
p−1∑
i=1
xiL(i− p)v + xp, where xi ∈ I−i.
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We shall prove our assertion by induction. Suppose that
xi = Si
(
I(−1)
cL,I
, . . . ,
I(−i)
cL,I
)
for i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Using the fact that I(i)’s commute and that I(i)Λ = 0 for i > 0 we have
0 = I(p − k)Λ =
(p−k)
(
k−1∑
i=0
Si
(
I(−1)
cL,I
, . . . ,
I(−i)
cL,I
)
I(i− k)v + (hI + (p− k − 1)cL,Ixkv
)
.
Since hI = −(p−1)cL,I we get xk =
1
kcL,I
∑k−1
i=0 Si
(
I(−1)
cL,I
, . . . , I(−i)
cL,I
)
I(i−k)
and the right side is exactly the recursive relation one gets from the Laplace
expansion in (4.14). Therefore, xk = Sk
(
I(−1)
cL,I
, . . . , I(−k)
cL,I
)
. 
5. An application of singular vectors to the irreducibility of
tensor products
We shall now apply our formula for singular vectors which uses Schur
polynomials to the problem of irreducibility of the tensor products V ′α,β,F ⊗
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI). Similar irreducibility problems for the Virasoro alge-
bra and the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra were studied in the papers
[CGZ], [LZ] [R1], [R2], [Zh]. Our irreducibility result is a certain refinement
of these results.
Let us discuss the irreducibility of V ′α,β,F ⊗L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) in general.
It was shown in [R2] (see also [LZ] ) that this module is irreducible if and
only if
U(H)(vn ⊗ v) ⊆ U(H)(vn+1 ⊗ v) ∀n ∈ Z.(5.15)
One can obtain this inclusion using explicit formulas for singular vectors in
V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ). We shall first consider the case hI/cL,I − 1 = p ∈ Z>0.
Then the maximal submodule in V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) is generated by the
singular vector
Ω = Sp(−
I(−1)
cL,I
,−
I(−2)
cL,I
, · · · )vh,hI .
In [LZ], the authors introduce a very useful criterion for studying the
irreducibility of tensor products (this approach is equivalent to the criterion
(5.15) ). They introduce the linear map φn : U(H
−) → C inductively as
follows:
φn(1) = 1
φn(I(−i)u) = −Fφn(u)
φn(L(−i)u) = (α+ β + k + i+ n− iβ)φn(u)(5.16)
for every u ∈ U(H−) of weight −k.
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Then by Lemma 25 of [LZ] (see also Theorem 1 of [CGZ] for a similar
statement in the Virasoro case) we have that V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI)
is irreducible if and only if φn(Ω) 6= 0 for every n ∈ Z.
In our case we have:
Lemma 5.1. Let p = hI
cL,I
− 1 ∈ Z>0. For every n ∈ Z we have
φn(Ω) = (−1)
p
(
− F
cL,I
p
)
.
So we obtain:
Theorem 5.2. Let p = hI
cL,I
−1 ∈ Z>0. The module V
′
α,β,F⊗L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI )
is irreducible if and only if F 6= (i− p)cL,I , for i = 1, . . . , p.
Remark 5.3. The reducibility of certain tensor product modules V ′α,β,F ⊗
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) (not all!) can be directly proved by using the intertwin-
ing operators constructed in Section 3.
We shall now extend the irreducibility result obtained in Theorem 5.2 to
the case hI/cL,I − 1 ∈ −Z>0.
Lemma 5.4. Let hI
cL,I
− 1 = −p ∈ −Z>0. Then for every n ∈ Z we have
φn(Λ) =
p−1∑
i=0
(
(n+ p− i+ α+ (1 + i− p)β) (−1)i
( F
cL,I
i
))
+ φn(xp) =
= (−1)p−1
((
F/cL,I − 1
p− 1
)
(α+ n+ β) + (1− β)
(
F/cL,I − 2
p− 1
))
+ gp(F )
for a certain polynomial gp ∈ C[x].
In particular, if F/cL,I /∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}, then for every n ∈ Z, there is a
unique α := αn ∈ C such that φn(Λ) = 0.
Theorem 5.5. Let hI
cL,I
− 1 = −p ∈ −Z>0.
(1) Let F/cL,I /∈ {1, . . . , p− 1} and let α0 ∈ C be such that
φ0(Λ) = 0.
Then V ′α,β,F⊗L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) is reducible if and only if α ≡ α0 mod Z.
In this case W 0 = U(H).(v0 ⊗ v) is the simple submodule of V
′
α,β,F ⊗
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) and V
′
α,β,F⊗L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI)/W
0 is a highest weight
H–module L˜H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I )(not necessarily irreducible) where
h′′ = −α0 + h+ (1− β), h
′′
I = F + hI .
(2) Let F/cL,I ∈ {2, . . . , p − 1}. Then V
′
α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) is re-
ducible. Moreover, gp(icL,I) = 0 for i = 2, . . . , p.
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(3) Let p > 1 and F/cL,I = 1. Then V
′
α,β,F ⊗L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) is reducible
if and only if 1− β = cL−224 . Moreover, gp(cL,I) = β − 1.
Proof. The proof of (1) uses the fact that for α = α0 we have Φ0(Λ) = 0 and
Φn(Λ) 6= 0 for n 6= 0. Then the assertion follows by using the arguments
from [R2], [LZ].
Let us consider the case (2). Using Lemma 5.4 we see that V ′α,β,F ⊗
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) is reducible if and only if gp(F ) = 0. So this tensor
product is either irreducible for all α, β or it is reducible for all α, β. There-
fore the reducibility in one case immediately gives that gp(F ) = 0, which will
imply the reducibility in all cases. For that purpose we use the intertwining
operator from Proposition 3.2 in the case
(∆r1,s1 , r1 − s1) = (1− β, F ), (∆r2,s2 , r2 − s2) = (h, hI ),
which gives a non-trivial LH(cL, cL,I)–intertwining operator of type(
Fr1+r2,s1+s2
V H(cL, 0, cL,I , 1− β, F ) LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI )
)
.
(Note that here U(H).er1α+s1β is isomorphic to the Verma module V H(cL, 0,
cL,I , 1 − β, F )).
This proves the existence of a non-trivial H–homomorphism
ϕ : V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI)→ Fr1+r2,s1+s2
and the reducibility of V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI). In particular we get
gp(F ) = 0.
Let us prove the assertion (3). From Lemma 5.4 we see that there is a
unique β such that V ′α,β,F⊗L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) is reducible and for all other
values of β, the module is irreducible. Once again we apply the intertwining
operators and Proposition 3.2 in the case
(∆r1,s1 , r1 − s1) = (
cL − 2
24
, cL,I), (∆r2,s2 , r2 − s2) = (h, hI).
This gives a non-trivial H–homomorphism
ϕ : V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI)→ Fr1+r2,s1+s2
and proves the reducibility of the module V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) for
α = cL−224 + h−∆r1+r2,s1+s2 . Since the reducibility does not depend on the
parameter α, we get the assertion (3). 
We present the simplest case in the following examples.
Example 5.6. Λ = (L(−1) + h′/cL,II(−1))v is a singular vector in the
Verma module V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, 0) and φn(Λ) = n + 1 + α − Fh
′/cL,I .
Therefore, the module V ′α,β,F ⊗ L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, 0) is reducible if and only
if α ≡ Fh′/cL,I mod Z. If we let α = h + h
′ − h′′, β = 1 − h and F = hI
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we get the reducibility condition h′′ = h + (1 − hI/cL,I)h
′. Setting h′I = 0,
i.e., r2 = s2 in Proposition 3.3 gives the same h
′′.
Example 5.7. An example of singular vector in V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′,−cL,I) is
Λ = (L(−2)+
1
cL,I
I(−1)L(−1)+
cL + 8h
′ − 2
16cL,I
I(−2)+
cL + 24h
′ − 2
48c2L,I
I(−1)2)v.
Then we have φn(Λ) = (n + 2 + α − β) −
F
cL,I
(n + 1 + α) − F
cL,I
cL+8h
′−2
16 +
F 2
c2
L,I
cL+24h
′−2
48 . Let F = hI = −kcL,I , k ∈ Z≥0. The module V
′
α,β,F ⊗
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′,−cL,I) is reducible if and only if α = h+ h
′ − h′′ where
h = 1− β, h′′ =
k + 2
k + 1
h+
k + 2
2
h′ +
k(k + 3)
k + 1
cL − 2
48
Again, h′′ = ∆r1+r2,s1+s2 in Proposition 3.3.
6. Fusion rules for LH(cL, cL,I)–modules
In this section we shall consider the fusion ring for LH(cL, cL,I)–modules.
In particular, we shall consider the fusion subring generated by LH(cL, cL,I)–
modules:
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI , ) such that hI/cL,I − 1 ∈ Z \ {0}.(6.17)
The irreducibility result from Theorem 5.2 imply the following result on
vanishing of fusion rules:
Corollary 6.1. Let
hI
cL,I
− 1 ∈ Z>0,
h′I
cL,I
− 1 /∈ {−1,−2, . . . ,−p}.
Then
dimY
(
M
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h′I)
)
= 0
for all h, h′, cL ∈ C and every L
H(cL, cL,I)–module M .
Remark 6.2. Assume that M1 and M2 are modules over vertex algebra V .
One can define a tensor product of modules M1 and M2 as an ordered pair
(T (M1,M2), F ) where T (M1,M2) is a V –module and F is an intertwining
operator of the type (
T (M1,M2)
M1 M2
)
with the following universal property: for every V –module U and every inter-
twining operator Y of type
(
U
M1 M2
)
there exists a V –module homomorphism
Ψ : T (M1,M2)→ U such that Y(·, z) = Ψ◦F (·, z). It is a very difficult prob-
lem to prove the existence of a tensor product and associativity in a certain
suitable category of modules. For details about the tensor product theory see
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[HLZ] and references therein. In particular it was noted in [L] that if V is
simple and self-dual and if the tensor product is associative, then the tensor
product of two simple modules is non-zero.
Our Corollary 6.1 shows that in the category of LH(cL, cL,I)–modules, the
tensor product of modules LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) and L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′I) can
be zero. Our vertex algebra LH(cL, cL,I) is simple but it is not self-dual. We
still believe that the tensor product in the category of LH(cL, cL,I)–modules
is associative.
One can also construct examples such that the tensor product module of
two non-zero modules is zero in the category of modules for the C2–cofinite
vertex algebra Wp,p′ investigated in [AM].
Lemma 6.3. Assume that (h, hI), (h
′, h′I) ∈ C
2 such that
hI
cL,I
− 1 = −p ∈ −Z>0,
h′I
cL,I
/∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}.
Assume also that there is a non-trivial intertwining operator of the type(
L˜H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I )
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) L˜H(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h
′
I)
)
where L˜H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′I) and L˜
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I ) are certain highest
weight H–modules with the highest weights (h, hI ), (h
′, h′I). Then the highest
weight (h′′, h′′I ) is uniquely determined.
Proof. Assume that there is a non-trivial intertwining operator Y(·, z) of the
type (
L˜H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I )
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) L˜H(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h
′
I)
)
Then clearly h′′I = hI + h
′
I . Let α = h + h
′ − h′′. Let v, v′, v′′ be the high-
est weight vectors in modules LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ), L˜
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, h′I) and
L˜H(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I ) respectively. Let Y(v, z) =
∑
n∈Z+α vnz
−n−1. Then
there is n0 ∈ α+ Z such that
vn0v
′ = νv′′ (ν 6= 0).
As usual, we shall denote vn0 as o(v). By using singular vector in the Verma
module V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) and the proof of Theorem 5.5 (1) we get the
following relation(
(L(0)− h)o(v)
( I(0)
cL,I
− 1
p− 1
)
− o(v)L(0)
( I(0)
cL,I
− 2
p− 1
)
+ o(v)g˜p(I(0))
)
v′ = 0.
(6.18)
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for a certain polynomial g˜p ∈ C[x]. This shows that
(h′′ − h)
( h′I
cL,I
− 1
p− 1
)
− h′
( h′I
cL,I
− 2
p− 1
)
+ g˜p(h
′
I) = 0.
and therefore h′′ is uniquely determined. The proof follows. 
Remark 6.4. By using Frenkel-Zhu’s bimodules (cf. [FZ]) relation (6.18)
can be obtained in the form
(ω − h) ∗ v ∗
( I
cL,I
− 1
p− 1
)
− v ∗ ω ∗
( I
cL,I
− 2
p− 1
)
+ v ∗ g˜p(I) = 0.
We leave the details to an interested reader.
Theorem 6.5. Assume that
(h, hI) = (∆r1,s1 , r1 − s1), (h
′, h′I) = (∆r2,s2 , r2 − s2) ∈ C
2
such that hI
cL,I
− 1,
h′
I
cL,I
− 1 ∈ −Z>0. Then an intertwining operator of the
type (
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I )
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h′I)
)
exists if and only if (h′′, h′′I ) = (∆r1+r2,s1+s2 , hI + h
′
I)
Proof. The existence of the above intertwining operators was proved in
Proposition 3.3. The uniqueness follows from Lemma 6.3. 
If a nontrivial intertwining operator of the type
(
M3
M1 M2
)
exists, then there
exist a nontrivial transpose operator of the type
(
M3
M2 M1
)
and a nontrivial
adjoint operator of the type
( M∗
2
M1 M
∗
2
)
. Combining this with the previous
results we get the following result on fusion rules.
Theorem 6.6. Let (h, hI) = (∆r1,s1 , r1−s1), (h
′, h′I) = (∆r2,s2 , r2−s2) ∈ C
2
such that
hI
cL,I
− 1 = q,
h′I
cL,I
− 1 = p, p, q ∈ Z \ {0}.
Let
d = dimY
(
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′′, h′′I )
LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h′, h′I)
)
.
Then d = 1 if and only if h′′I = hI + h
′
I and if one of the following holds
(i): p, q < 0 and h′′ = ∆r1+r2,s1+s2 = (1 + p+ q)
(
h′
p
+ h
q
)
−
(1 + p) (1 + q)
(
1
p
+ 1
q
)
cL−2
24 ;
(ii): 1 ≤ −q ≤ p and h′′ = ∆r2−r1,s2−s1 = (1− p+ q)
(
h
q
− h
′
p
)
+
(1− p) (1 + q)
(
1
p
− 1
q
)
cL−2
24 ;
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(iii): 1 ≤ −p ≤ q and h′′ = ∆r2−r1,s2−s1 = (1− p+ q)
(
h
q
− h
′
p
)
+
(1− p) (1 + q)
(
1
p
− 1
q
)
cL−2
24 .
d = 0 otherwise.
Proof. h′′I = hI + h
′
I by Proposition 3.1. We continue case by case.
a: Let p, q < 0. Then by Theorem 6.5 d = 1 if and only if h′′ =
∆r1+r2,s1+s2 .
b: Let p,−q > 0. Assume that (ii) holds, then d = 1 by Corollary
3.4. If 1 ≤ p < −q, then d = 0 by Corollary 6.1. Suppose that
d = 1, −q ≤ p and h′′ 6= ∆r1+r2,s1+s2 . Taking in account an adjoint
intertwining operator we get a contradiction with Theorem 6.5.
c: Let −p, q > 0. One can show that d = 1 if and only if (iii) holds by
using transposed operators and case b.
d: Let p, q > 0. Then d = 0 by Corollary 6.1.
This completes the proof. 
Remark 6.7. The fusion rules for a larger category of H–modules are more
complicated. Let hI/cL,I − 1 = −p, p ≥ 1. Previous theorem shows that
the ”tensor product functor” T (LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI), ·) is a permutation of
irreducible modules (6.17). But this is not the case in general. Let p ≥ 2.
By using Propositions 2.1 and 3.2 we see that there are infinitely many
non-isomorphic irreducible modules M such that the space of intertwining
operators (
M
LH(cL, 0, cL,I ,
cL−2
24 , cL,I) L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI )
)
is non-trivial. Moreover, as in Remark 6.2, we see that the tensor product
T (LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h
′, cL,I), L
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI )) = 0 if h
′ 6= cL−224 .
These arguments show that modules LH(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI) are never simple
currents if p ≥ 2.
7. Free field realization of the vertex algebra W (2, 2)
In this section we shall present a free-field realization of the vertex alge-
bra W (2, 2). In fact we shall embed the vertex algebra W (2, 2) inside the
Heisenberg-Virasoro vertex algebra investigated in previous sections. As a
consequence, we shall prove that the singular vectors that appeared in the
analysis of the Verma modules for the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra
become singular vectors in the Verma modules for the W (2, 2) algebra.
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Recall that W (2, 2)–algebra is an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra with a
basis {W (n), L(n), C,CW , : n ∈ Z} over C and commutation relations
[L(n), L(m)] = (n−m)L(n+m) + δn,−m
n3 − n
12
C,
[L(n),W (m)] = (n−m)W (n+m) + δn,−m
n3 − n
12
CW ,
[W (n),W (m)] = 0,
C,CW are in the center of W (2, 2).
Let LW (2,2)(cL, cW ) be a universal vertex algebra associated to W (2, 2) (cf.
[DZ], [R2]). Recall that LW (2,2)(cL, cW ) is generated by the fields
L(z) = Y (ω, z) =
∑
n∈Z
L(n)z−n−2, W (z) = Y (w, z) =
∑
n∈Z
W (n)z−n−2.
Here ω = L(−2)1 and w =W (−2)1.
Let V W (2,2)(cL, cW , h, hW ) be the Verma module for W (2, 2) with the
highest weight (h, hW ).
Theorem 7.1. There is a non-trivial homomorphism of vertex algebras
Ψ : LW (2,2)(cL, cW )→ L
H(cL, cL,I)
ω 7→ L(−2)1
w 7→ (I(−1)2 + 2cL,II(−2))1
where
cW = −24c
2
L,I .
Proof. By direct calculation we get:
L(0)w = 2w, L(1)w = 0, L(2)w = −12c2L,I1 =
cW
2
1.
Now the commutator formula gives that the components of the fields L(z),
W (z) satisfy the commutation relations for theW (2, 2)-algebra. This proves
the assertion. 
By previous theorem every LH(cL, cL,I)–module becomes a L
W (2,2)(cL, cW )–
module. In particular, the Verma module for the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro
Lie algebra V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) is a L
W (2,2)(cL, cW )–module and vh,hI is the
W (2, 2) highest weight vector such that
L(0)vh,hI = hvh,hI , W (0)vh,hI = hW vh,hI
where hW = hI(hI − 2cL,I).
This construction gives a non-trivial W (2, 2)–homomorphism
Ψ : V W (2,2)(c, cW , h, hW )→ V
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ).
Let W = C[W (−1),W (−2), . . . ]vh,hW ⊂ V
W (2,2)(c, cW , h, hW ).
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Lemma 7.2. Assume that hI
cL,I
− 1 /∈ −Z>0. Then:
(1) Ψ|W :W → I is a linear isomorphism of graded vector spaces.
(2) Ψ is an isomorphism of W (2, 2)–modules.
Proof. First we notice that on I
(7.19) W (−n) ≡ 2cL,I
(
hI
cL,I
− 1 + n
)
I(−n) +
n−1∑
i=1
I(−i)I(−n + i) .
Then
Ψ(W (−n1) . . . W (−nr)vh,hW ) = νI(−n1) · · · I(−nr)vh,hI + · · · (ν 6= 0)
where ” · · · ” denotes the sum of vectors of the form
a I(−j1) · · · I(−js)vh,hI , j1 + · · · + js = n1 + · · ·+ nr (a ∈ C)
where s > r. This easily implies that the set
{Ψ(W (−n1) . . . W (−nr)vh,hW ) | n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · nr ≥ 1; r ∈ Z>0}
is linearly independent. This proves assertion (1). The assertion (2) follows
from (1). 
Example 7.3. u2 = (W (−2) +
6
cW
W (−1)2)vh,hW is a singular vector in
the Verma module V W (2,2)(c, cW , h,−
cW
8 ). Taking p = 2 in (7.19), one
gets Ψ(W (−2)) = 8cL,II(−2) + I(−1)
2 and Ψ(W (−1)) = 6cL,II(−1), so
Ψ(u2) = 8cL,I(I(−2) −
1
cL,I
I(−1)2)vh,hI which is a singular vector in the
Verma module V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, 3cL,I ).
Remark 7.4. In the case hI
cL,I
− 1 = −p ∈ Z>0 kerΨ is not trivial. For
example, if hI = 0, one gets from (7.19) that Ψ(W (−1)) = 0. Note, that
W (−1)vh,0 is a singular vector in V
W (2,2)(c, cW , h, 0). Since Verma mod-
ules V W (2,2)(c, cW , h, hW ) and V
H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) have equal characters,
it follows that V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) is not a highest weight W (2, 2)-module
(but contains U(W (2, 2))vh,hI as a proper submodule). The structure of
V H(cL, 0, cL,I , h, hI ) as a W (2, 2)–module is very interesting and shall be
investigated in our future publications.
Theorem 7.5. Assume that hW
cW
= 1−p
2
24 and p ∈ Z>0. Let hI , cL,I ∈ C such
that
cW = −24c
2
L,I , hW = hI(hI − 2cL,I),
hI
cL,I
− 1 = p.
Then
Ψ−1
(
Sp(−
I(−1)
cL,I
,−
I(−2)
cL,I
, · · · )vh,hI
)
is a singular vector of conformal weight p in the Verma module V W (2,2)(cL, cW ,
h, hW ).
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Proof. We have
hW
cW
=
hI(hI − 2cL,I)
−24c2L,I
=
1− p2
24
iff |
hI
cL,I
− 1| = p.
We can choose hI , cL,I such that
hI
cL,I
− 1 = p. Then Ψ|W is a linear isomor-
phism and there is a non-trivial vector v ∈ W ⊂ V W (2,2)(cL, cW , h, hW ) such
that Ψ(v) = Sp(−
I(−1)
cL,I
,− I(−2)
cL,I
, · · · )vh,hI . The proof follows from the fact
that Sp(−
I(−1)
cL,I
,− I(−2)
cL,I
, · · · )vh,hI is also a highest weight vector for W (2, 2)
and that L(n)W ⊂W for n ≥ 1. 
Remark 7.6. A family of singular vectors in the Verma modules over
W (2, 2)-algebras were constructed in [R2]. Now we have found a method for
constructing all singular vectors which belong to the subspaceW. One should
take singular vectors Sp(−
I(−1)
cL,I
,− I(−2)
cL,I
, · · · )vh,hI . The relation (7.19) gives
a system of equations which shows how one can express I(−n) using elements
W (−n) of the W (2, 2)–algebras.
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